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ABSTRACT
In this'study, which examines the relationship

,

betkeen level of information processing and leieel of general.
socializati.on, a total of 90 children aged 11 and 14 years and a
'group of 17 adults were presented with an organizatic041 problei;'how''
to ordeF simultaneously presented tasks. Subjects wete-indiVidualli
.shownla map with locations and distaices maited on face-down .content

. and time-distance cards and asked to orgliz the performance of
several tasks which had specAac time con trants...Problem solving
behavior was recorded by monitoring selection of cards, chosen
sequences of waves on the map, d verbal comments. Data was arialyzed
fir t )51r testing 3 hypotheses der'ved from Schrodeportons#uct,of

fi

i"---). ,.v t increas ng age there are i r seS in level of proving time
c0 eptual\ omplexity. Each hypoth siS was supPorttCp6owin,g that

coiPonents of the task, in branchin procedures-arid in the nuiher of
cerrect solutions. Second, the .Socia baCkground\of the task w4
taken into account and hypotheses derived from thks theftetical.
position disCussed in terms okthe d1ata Which,confirms theoretical. .'

assumptions about the influehte of level of generaX'socialization on
actual problem solving behavior°. The problem'was then transformed
into a dbmino-type game and presented Uvidually to. a total of 45
subjects in,age groups 1i years, 14 earcY%. , and'adu/t. Results showed.
that adults heed more time for s ving the domino-type task but that
younger groups need less time and produce more correct solutions than
on the orgarization problems. (GO)
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Developmintal changes in problem solving.as a functin of
level of socialization. 1)

by Roft. -OERTERI Eva DREHER and Michael DREHER-

Introduction

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION II WELFAINE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
THIS, DOCUMENT HAS SEEN REPRO.DUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED PROMTHE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN.
ATING IT. POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE-SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

Most of the research >n problem solving is concerned-with clearly

. structured problems which. Consist ofla few elemehts or dimensions.

'The probiemsusually have isolated contents and avoid associa-
tions to'complex experiencesin every-day-life.

The reasons for this strategy are well known. An exact'experi-

mental design demands control over all conditions and systematic

variation of the conditions. Problem solving of complex tasks
is very hard to analyve and the determinants of the result often
remain ambiguous. If.a problem is embedded in complex social

reiations,'one cannot discern-between determinants of
problem solving processes, for example logical

j.nferenceland'determinants of preceeding experiences which had
been storaged by the Subject before and are actually used during
'the process of thinking.

However some authors, dissatisfied with this 'state of affairs,

ave reflected"that solving clearly structured problems .with q
, . 1 ,

few elements cannot be asily compared with solving complex
:%- -1 problems which consists o a large number of -elements or dimen-

siofts. SCHRODER et al. (19 ) have' described a level of,ihfor-

'nation processing which they call information processing capacity

EL CO (IPC)-. They view IPC as a functiork complexity,of environmental.
. ,

(EC) and integrative complexity of personal properties (CPP):70 ,

0 '6
The twthors also distinguish explicitly between what is thought

ron
,

and how is thought. Moreover, their levels of cognitive complexi-
ty ty are well known. HARVEY, HUNT & SCHRODER (1961), for example,

b. .

IPC,= f(EC, 'CPP)
.\\

.
......a..--

.
") 4 ` = -.1)

This paper presents pi.eliminary results which re a part of
a-series of studies about cognitive socialization. The theoreti-
cal framework of our research douldnot be described here in
detail., Only a few theoretical avects necessary-qor.coMprehension
are

/
included in 'this report.
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used them to describe structure of beldefsand-personality

organization.

Another bulk of research is c_oncerned with\role-learning which

4 seems to be a paradigm for solving complex problems. This is

the case because in role-learning and role taking structuring

-of complex relationships between a big nuMber of elements are
u

involved. FLAVELL (1968) situdied such processes with respect

to a theory^1'..Csocialization.

Following this intention the development of problem solving

capacity in maintaining complex social situations in every-day
life becomes a question of special interest.

The purpose of this paper, is to analyse problem solving behavior

in complex.tasks which, represent behavior in every day social

situations. We hope to find the relationships between, the level

of information processing on the one side and the level of

general socialization as well as the special capacity in cogni-

tive development (e. g. the stages of thinking sensu PIAGET)

on the other side.

An organization problem

Now I shall present anorganization.task which is an example of

the type.of task we have used in the first study.
Figure 1: Plan of the organization task

C) It:)"El
WAIT UNTIL 1.30 is. m.

M.) HAVE TAE .300K

BROUGHT

0 AGOVAINTANCII (GbOVES)

RETURN GLOVES TO THEr

ACQUAINTANCE UNTIL

4.30 p. m. (3 MIN. STAY)

0 SCHOOL (BOOK)
FETCH A BOOK AT 1 p. m.

,,,
OGY"S (PLAYGROUND)

SPORT FROM 2.33 UNTIL

4 p. m. (5 U. F3R
w CHANIING BEFORE A.:3 AFTER

LESSON)

0 POSTOFFICE
BUY STAMPS UNTIL 6 p. m.

(5 MIN. STAY)

® BICYCLE AFTER 1.30 p. m.

(113 T.)



The problem consisted of how to.order simultaneously presented
tasks. This tasks were to-be carried out at different place's

faith- various time limits-

The tasks involved:

Returning gloves to an acquaintance (location: acquaintance;

time,limit.4.30 p. m.inclucling 3 min: stay), fetching a boo]
frOm one's friend (location: School;,time limit: 1 o'clock p: m.),
playing sports for one and a half hours(location: play-ground;
time limits: from 2.30 p. m. until 4 p. m., iholuding 5 min.

for changing bef9re and after playing), and buyiiestamps (lo=
cation: post office; time limit: 6 o'clock p. m. including 5 min.

stay).

Distances between the different places were expressed as time

distances, for example 20 min. from 'home' tb 'acquaintance'.
Two further conditions were introduced-. First one could stay

at home until one's friend brought the book. In this case the
friend would arrive at 1.30 p. m. at the latest. Second one .

could use the bicycle after 1.30 p. m., when the parents who

had the key'to the bicycle returned., By using the bicycle, only

one third of the time that was spent for walking would be re-
-garded.

Method

Materials. The subject was presented with a map (60 cm x 90 cm)
, which contained the places - (home, school etc.) and the routes

(Ligure 2). Further information was'given on cards- which were

covered on the mu. There are two types of cards. The first
type of card contained job description including the certain

plate where the job was to be-done and the time limits within
which the job was to be,finithed. T ese,cards lay,near the points
of the map marking thiplaces. Ih he following they are called
content- cards. The segorld, type, of card co, twined information

about the time which was required to)walk from one Tlace to

another. These cards lay covered near the lines representing the
#routes (figure 2). In the fotowing they are .call.ed time-distance-



cards. Near the card 'home' lay the card 'bicycle' which con-,

tained the infOrmation about using 0'
the bicycle after 1.30 p. m.

Figure 2: Materials presented with the organization problem
o

a
o

The subject was told that the boy had to perf6rm several tasks
durilig the afternoon and that 411 tasks should be finished

within the given time: Having read all"information about ther
tasks, the subject began to solve the problem. He could lift
vp the cards as often as he liked but only one card'at a time,

so that the experimenter was able to register the steps

by the subject.

i) 0 0 5
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Recording. he experimenter rec d the reactions of the.Sub-
/

© . jest on sheets which were prepred in a specific manner fo
the experiment. Verbal comments .were also recorded. For each '

person the information obtained about problem solving behavior

was .ordered and ,,transformed into a,;structure from which the

important features of individual strategies could-be inferred.

Figures 3 to 5 present,seyeral examples of-the structuredre-

-1
9

-

cord of problem solving behavior.

rM

Figure 3: Examples.of recorded problem solving behavio(r:Subject'A
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Figtire Exam/51es of recorded probkprit solving behavior; Sta
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Remarks: In the first column the sequence of-cards,dontaining
. ,

informatiop about task content and points of time is recorded i

from first to last line. The secbnd Volumn contains the sequence
.

..of chosen time - distance-- cards. The third column presents the

actually chOsen routes as well'as planned routes, for example

branching procedures. Verbal re arksof the subject are re-

corded racorded in the last column. For ]etter illusttion, the complete
sequence of ehosen routes and chosen points respectively is

given on a small plan..
.,

AS it is'easily to be seen,. subject A-didn't:use information
4

cards \at all but chose immediately the routes neglecting time

liMits and all other dimensions of the task.

Subject B contrarily proves all steps in using information about

the time limit at the first pOint,'the time necessary for reaching

the next pointl and,the time limit at the second point. He uses

the bicyLe for,performing the lasethree task . Subject C seems

to have a complete plan before producing his 'solution. He takes

time-distance-cards-aAd content7Cards alter aieAr, following a

pathway which lies within the given time limits. 'But his final

solution deviates from his plan and transgresses time limits.

Subjects and liroddUre. 45 eleven-year-olds and 45 fourteen-
.

year-olds were run indi idually.'17 adults (university students)

served as a control-grou . In all groups approximately half of

the subjects were males and half femalesK. The subjec efore
,

the map (figure 2) and was introduced to the task. After he had

read all single tasks and their time limits as aIvitole, the'

perime er showed him the cavered--d6riieni-cards and,the.time-

dista e-cards and told hi to ,take only one card at a ties

Fiji lly the subject told again that all tasks Were to be

erformed within given time limits.

The organization task as a

ure' thinkina r blem

There are two gain ways to analy the organization task with

respect to evelopmental Chan _ -s in problem solving. The irSt,,/'

one use categories or con of formal processes in ro
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solving. If e regard the relaticomPlexii; of the org izatioh
'problem,it is obvious that_tt_VJO5yusi3-77s7qe; Or, hod

which adequately; -deseriapes- 'brms of information processing

of lad

4volved'hereLTherefore 17e-shale, begin with the construct of

'conceptual complexity' by SCHRODt et al, (1962,
-

1967, 1971).

- The second way of analysing the organiiation problem reflects

the social context of the task. Here the'question of intert

is whether there exist rela ons between the general level of

socialization and the dual problem solving behavior.

Analysis of the organization problem

Let us turn to the first form of analysis. The model of infor-

mate processing inf the work of SCHRODER t al. discerns betwee

two components: perception and or.gani-Z-alon of information.

Infotmation input- -determined by a 'set o filters' which can

be described in more deta %by'the processes of 'differentiation'

and 'discrimination'.--While !diffgtentiation mainly refers to

discerning dimensions, idiscriminAtioe assigns the single di-

mensions-or attributes male value. all second part of infor-
_

mation processineis underspo as theOanizatiOn of the per-

ceived information._ It-mainly cOnsi ts of the combi\ation and

iiitegraton of differentially scaled dime, sions. It is irft

:--45Ssible to describe in detail the differe t levels of concep-

tual complexity which, are related to.the a oN),e thin IkXng problem.

Presently we shall only refer to the dimensions involved in the

task and the kind of combinatIon which is n cessary to sblve

the problem. Subject A represented in figure used only one

global dimensian:_!performei.rig tasks'. He neae ted most of the

other conditisns -of the problem. His level of\conceptual com-
.

pleXity could be labeled as concrete and simpl . The global

dimension 'performing tasks' can be differenti ted in 'location'

or 'place', 'points of time', 'route distance', 'time-distance',

'stay', and 'reduced time-distance' (by,using the

bicycle). The main process of differentiation, discrimination,

30010
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and integration of information in this problem consists in
selecting dimensions of time after having discerned between
the above mentioned dimensions, and combining them to the
concept of time. All that the subject has to do is to prove
whether the given time distance fits between to points of time.

P
1 °P2

The combination of points of time and distandes of'time to a '

concept of time is the unit for solving the problem adequately.

The corresponding trait of, information processing 'consists of
equalizing the different tasks to be done at different points.
If we take the problem as an academic thinking problem, diffe-
rent tasks and different places are all equal. Their social

value or social importance must be neglected.

Until this time we attended to vertical information processes.
We also could assume horizontal processes. They refer to the
necessity of producing a'sequence of the single tasks which fits
the given time limits. .A very simple method of gaining a sequence
is to go from one point to the other without proving any condition.

We find this method in the diagram of subject A. A very common

strategy consists in branching at A certain point and testing
several routes. Finally the subject could develop a complete
plan before actually opergting.

41.

Hypotheses.

terms of horizontal and vertical processes we might propose.
two simple assumptions:

(1) The level of proving time components of the task will rise
as a function of cognitive develdpment. The.proVing procedure
can be inferred from the sequence of lifted cards.

(2) Branching procedures or planning behavior in forming a task

sequence will be observed more often in older subjects than
in younger ones. These horizontal processes can be inferred

from the individual's record of problem solving behavior.

A third assumption refers to the results of problem solving:

J0011



(3) The number of 'correct' solutions will, increase ,with age.
The word 'correct' means that the chosen sequence does hot
exceed the given time limits.

Results.

As it isseen in tables 1-to 3, the three assump:tiol0e clearly
confirmed. Let's turn tothe first assumption. At the lowest
level the content-cards or time-distance-cards are 1aken
without any combination. For example a subject of-this level
only lifts up content-cards without regarding time distances.
On the second level the subject, takes a contencard first and
then a time-distance-card (Pt). But he doesn't use the next point
of time as a proving element. So he combine& pointt of time and
distances of time additively. On the third' level we find the
adequate combination of points and distances whereby the time

A distance is put between two points of time. The order of lifting
up cards in this case i often the following: first content-card,

Kop the next content-card, the corresponding time-distance-card.
There is a clear change in the frequency of observed level of
proving with age. Older subjects use,higher proving levels than
younger ones.

Table 1. DevelOpmental changes in proving time components

age

one or two

dimensidtts,

no combination

additive

combination (Pt)

integrative'

combination

(P t P)

11 14 adults
0

22 (49) '13 (29)
4
0 (0)

19 (42) 20 (44) 2 (12)

4 (9) 12 (27) 15 Atm

total 45 (100) 45 (100) 17 (100)

Per cent in brackets;

P; Point of time; t: time distance

X2 = 40.27 (p .001)

0012
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Branching procedures arc also more often found .in higher ages-:,
0 rfas it is'seen:in table 2.

Table:2, Developmental chabgas,in branching procedures

age

branching

or

planning

11 14 ' adults

no

branching

total

Per cent in brackets

comparison 11 /adults:

X
2 e 4 .52 < .05)

0

16 (36) 22 (49) 11

9 (64) 23a (51) . 6 (35)

45,(.100) 45 (100) 17 (100)

Somewhat astonishing is the low number of correct solutions by

eleven fear old subjects' and even by the next age-grdp (Table .

This result / not be expected in so far as th'concept of
.tin2whic is necess ry for solving the organization problem is
developed much earlie .

P

a

Table 3. Deve opmental changes in the number of 'correct'
.

a

=off

sol tions (regarding time limits)

o

age - 11 14 - adults

0

solutIons

within

time limits

solutions without

regarding

time limits

13

3/

(29)

(71)

26

19

(58).

(42)

17 (100)

(.0)

total

Per centrin brackets

45 (100) 45 (100) 17 .1.(100)

116.
x2 = 25.99 s..(p <..001)
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There are still others sons th-ffi-e-,arialysis prebented above

doesn't suffice. Subjects did ndt often perceive the problem as

a task of time planning, but. differentiated the kind of task to

be done. For example, when they arrived much too early at the

play-ground, they argued that they could play with their friends.

Coming too late to the acquaintance was compensated by putting

the gloves into the mail-box. Therefore it seems necessary to.

continue with a supplementary form of analysis.

The organization problem asik

representative of social structures

Problem solving behavior in our task could not .be fully explained

by 'pure' formal processes of thinking. Experiences of every-day

life are involved arid largely determine which dimensions are

discerned or selected..The.social background of the task forms

the meaningful structure of task-eleMents. While in many other

studies these factors were eliminated because they seem to remain

uncontrolled, we used them explicitly as actual important condi-

tions of socialization. It seem to us that cognitive development

cannot be described adequately by means of. isolated structures

which are purged from central experiences made during sociali-

zatiori.

In the following only .one aspect of the social context of the

task can be discussed..It is the'special relationship of the

developing person to his environment when he performs tasks or

achieves given goals.

In a preliminary diScuSsion one could postulate several stages

or levels during socialization concerning the gradually inter-

nalization of the objective struipre of labour in our society.

(1)A0n 'the first level there is no separation of person' and task.

Action and the result of action are not differentiated, they are

integrated events' in the'stream of experiences made by the in-
a72

dividual. This level is well known as the lack of mediating

processes between input and\output and as missing in constructing

objects.

cd.
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(2) At an early age; however, we first obser've a separation of
activity and result of the activity. For example, the child who

has played be(og without regarding the outcome now attends to
the result of his play. He finds a.,n9,me for his drawing or his

creations of plaatilin. Later the result is anticipated and

are planned in order to perform the result.
°

,e(3) Oaths next level,the child is able to represeht several

tasks and to-bring them in a, rank order according to their ,ma-,

fences. The most important or most attractive task is performed
first. The developmental progress consists in disposing of

several posaibilit,ies of acting and.inthe chance to -bring them
into a new order accordimg lo their valence.

This level is relevant,for our task because it was obsemied that

subject formed sequences of tasks which somehow seemed to re- ,

.present a. rank order of valences.

(41 The next level is characterized by the ability to separate

the task from its valence; In every-day planning it becomes ;

important to perform a task when it is opportune.. Maybe a task is

of low valence at the present time but must bestartedin order
to finish it in time. On the other hand an important work can

done later on and unimportant actiVi-ties may be performed'

once bedause now there is opporttihity for'them.In our organi-
,

zation problem changing rank order becomes relevant when the,

subject recognize that a task of low valence, such asretnrning
gloves to an acquaintance, should be done before tasks of

high valence,. e. g. playing sportg.

(5) On this level the person separates the task from the effort

connected with the task. It becomes unimportant whether the

result is'earried out with high or low effort. On the Contrary'

the social norm in the world of labour is to gain results or

effeets with minimal effort. The use of machines ancUtools is

the best demonstration of this norm. In our organization problem

the effort of the task mainl4consists of completing the distances

between the points of the tasks. The subject who wants to perform

r.

00015



with the least possible effort will use the bicycle or fie w11-

choose a. sequence with, the distance being as short as possibl

(6) The last level to be discuseed here is igharacteriz4d by

the abstractio n of the 'fa:sk from the performing pei,son. Now it

'becomes unimportant whether the subject himself or someone el:Se

finishes the task. In the economic area t he worr'is inter-
. .P

r

eable. Generally it is of no intercst erformed

a task but the outcome itself is important., In our organs:

problem there is one/- condition which, refers to this level. :The

subject could wait and have the book'brought. His friend finishes
the task and the subject himself has gained'time for other
purposes.

Suimarizing the develoPment'described here, we can comprehend

this process as a special kincrof objelct formation.The result
.0

of a taslcor work as objective part of the working process is.

gradually separated from subjeotiVe components consisting in

the activities of the person. This separation is also a part

of'decreasing egocentrism which_is seen by PIAGET as a main.

trend of cognitive development. Before we d4c.: conclusions from
this postulated developmental process, we have to attend to

another'aspect of cognitive socialization whic refers to the

development of time concept within the social c ntext of labour.

p Remember that in the first analysis there were only ,a few

correct solutions in the grdiap of eleven-year- lds. That means

that the subjects did not use the'Concept of, time even though

they had it. Therefore we may consider some further conditions

concerning the social norm of.time. In short three stages.of

integration of the tune 'concept into labour may be discerned.

(1) Time is irrelevant in.the field .of perception and action.
#

Tasks are performed without regarding aspects time. The child

does nbt worry about the time.he spends doing things, which

is a general source of conflict between parents and children.

(2). Time becomes important for the task. Work has to be done

within certain time limits: Obviously thiAchange is due to

conditions of school education. On this level the subject would'
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regard time limits in 'our o gani'zation problem °if he has' the

time capcept sensu PIAGE . As our youngest Subjects are eleven
years oldi, we can assume that they all have th concept of

time. Neglecting "time limits would be due to a, over sociali-
.

zation level concerning integration of time"'concept into the
concept of labdur.

(3) SimultaneoAly or somewhat later a general economic

is internalized. A general feature of our culture is the com-
prehension of 'time' as a Measure for labour. The amount ,of

labour is usually expressed in units of time, for example the

number of hours which-were worked. Therefore time itself becomes
the dominant criterion for planni and action..The lesser
amount of time necessary to finish a- ask increases the profit.

involved: This social and economic nor is pOpularly verbalized

as "time is money". In our organization problem we would expect
that a person who has internalized-this-norm. will prefer a

solution which needs the least amount of time.

The assumptions made abOve.summarize well known results of re-
i -search in4evelopment and socialization under specific topias.

The following hypo eses concerning developmental changes in

problem solving can e proPosed.

Hypotheses

(1) Sequences with places (tasks) of high valence 'at an early

position are more often found,in younger grolips than in

older ones (see level (3) and (4).concerning the internali-

zation of the concept of labour).

(2) Solutions using the bicycle are more often found in older

groups, soliitions with walking all the routes appear more

often in younger groups (see level (5) concerning internali-
*

zation of the concept of labour and and level (3) concerning

the integration of'the concept of time into the concept of

labour).

(3) Having the book brought is more often found in older groups,

immediate personal activities appear more often in younger

ones (see:level (6) concerning the internalization of the

concept 'of labour) .
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(4) Time limits are'more often regarded in older groups than in.

younger ones.

(5) The principle of time economy is more, often Lied,b)Pkoldec.r

subjects. They prefer solutions in which the time for per-

forming the, task' is minimized. (see levc (3) of integration

of time concept into the concept of labour).

Results

The first hypothesis (sequence according valence order) could

only be prayed for one place: the. play round. Its time limits

lie approximatQ,ly in the middle of the whole time line and

there iw anoccasion to come earlier to the play-groqn4 than

necessary. As iis shokiin table 4, there was a tendency for

younger subj4cts to arriv\ earlier at- the play-ground and to
a

do other things later. The '*verage rank of the adults must be

underitood as a result of their strategy.tO minimizeteffort arid

time span. Therefore they ranked the play-grbund higher than
_

the fourteen-year-ol

Table 4.. Differences in ranking the playground within the

solution sequence

age

average

rank' of

play-ground

11..
l'11.

.. ,.

,
.adults ,

2,87 \ 3,44 2,112

t--p -. 0.025--J

(MANN-WHITNEY)

Assumption (2) was also confirmed as it is shown in table 5.

The main change seems to occur-between the group of fourteen-

year-olds and the adults.

Table 5. Walking va..using the bicycle as elements .of the

solution at different ages

ape 11 14 adults

riding

on

bicycle

walking

12

33

(27)

(73)

20

25

(44)

(56)

22

,5

(71)

(29)

total 45 (100) 45 (100) 17 (100)

Per cent in brackets

x -2 6 15 s..(p< .05)-

.t

)0018



The third. assumption about having the book brought refers to

the last level of socialization. We should therefore assuile.that

this level Will appear liter. As it is seen in table 6, the stra-

tegy of waitingtintil the friend brings the book is rarely found

in the yoUnger groups whereas nearly all adults use it..

Table 6. Fetching the book vs. having the. beak brouGht as

elements of the solution at different ague.

age 11

fetching 1

the 6 45 (100) 39 (87)

book

having.

the book 0 (0) 6 (13)

brought

total 45 (100) 45 (100)

Percent inbrackets . .

comparison 14/adultp:

x2 = 19,18 s. (p <1001)

V4K.

adults

12 (71)

The results concernjng the fourth "hypothesis are y discussed

earlier (table 3). It copld not be decided whether e increase

in 'correct' solutions is dile to the development of formal

capacity in problem .solving. or to the internalizat n of the

social norm .of time concept. According to,previous esults" in I

cognitive developmektal research all subjects of o sr ample must
0

have the time concept, therefore it is justified t assume that

special conditions of socialization determine par jelly this

resat.

The last hypothesis concernihg economy of time interfers with

-the task element of using the bicycle as a machine or a tool.

As all adults except five had 13icycle solutions, the absolute

amount of time spent for performing the tasks did not supply new

information. Therefore only bicycle solutions were compared.

000)19
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As it is seen in table 7, "older subjects spent less time in

completing the routes than younger ones. The "observed differen-

ces seem' to confirm-16r assumption about increasing ,time economy
,

with ongoing age.

0'

Table 7. Average amount of time in minutes nee4ed

routes at different ages.

of
,1

, age /4

bicycle %

soldtione and
87,00 68,50 45,08

combined

solutions

for completing

.adults-

6 12 12

K!Zur

only 'correct' solutions are included

P.< .05 (PUSkAL-WALLIS)

A cross-validity experimeit

The results reported above seem to confirm theoretical assUions

about the influence of level of general socialization on actual

problem solving behavior. But there is the danger of a vicious

circle: the results suggest theoretical issues and these ate

confirmed by the results. Our arguing remains an immanent process.'

In order to leave this circle we have to do a further step.

Remember our assumption that general socialization, especially

the internalization of the concept of labour, determines the

level of problem solving behavior in the organization task. This

means that a problem of the'same complexity and structure but

witljput the social context would be much more difficult for

socialized person. On the contrary less socialized individuals

would po'ssiblyhave less difficulty with a problem structure

which is purified from the social- context.

0
00 2 0
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In other wordslfthe rules of the organization problem are meaning-

ful for soCialized persons mif,the'pro<pm is embedded In a cial

context.. On the other hand the problem becomes ambiguous or

meaningless for adults if the rules are extracted

context.

It-was therefore constructed a new problem with nearly the same

structure as the organization problem. A full identity of struc-

ture could not be restored but the main' elements, Of the

zationtask were included. .

)

Materials.
.

.
_.

The organization,problem
,.

was transformed into a so-called Domino-

Game (fieire 6). The whole time distance from 12.30 to 6 o'clkock

.' p. m. was represented as a long band on which the subject has

to'place singe stripes. They represented all possible routes

between the places. The stripes were ordered in correspondence

to the places where the routes began. The bicycle condition was

represented as stripes wiitti. one third length. Marks of different

'colors on the timeband indicated the time limits to be observed.

For the subject the task 'consisted in laying stripes can the long.

band whereby several rules/had to be observed.

. The rules cOrresponded withqhe time limits given in the organi-

zation task. In effect, each ty e.of stripe had to be ordered

,s/on the band-without transgr ng.given demarcations.

The condition of havirig ,he book brought could not be\introduced.

st So the structure of the domino-task was a little .less complex

than the structure of the organization task.

0 (12 1
4
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Figure 6. ,Domino- task: material,'

0 6 0
red point blue point blcuck point ,green point yellow point red limit ,

Lam_ If II Il

blue limit black irpit green ara-lit yellow timit

O O

P3 0
goo

Subjects and procedure.

15 eleven-year-olds, 15 fourteen-year-olds pnd 15 adults,

(university-students) were individually run`. The material was

presented as it is shown in figure
06'

7. The subject was asked

to play a game similar, to domino. The rules were printed on

cards which lay covered below 'the band with the corresponding

stripes la ng under them. All activities, especially lifting

up th card were recorded on a special diagram which cannot

be descri ed here.

Figlire 7. Domino-task: presentation

red point

C7c

0
blue point

=E
blue limit

0 0 0
Whack point green point yellow. point red limit

U

bliack limit green limit yellow limit

'90022
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EYflatlyal.
It was predicted that adults had more difficulty in solving the

'domino-task than in solving the organization teak. Dlgvertheless

it could be expected that all adult persons wofIld-;olve the
IR

/
\

problem. So the time deeded for finding a solution 'was taken

. r as/a measure of task difficulty.
lb. 4*

/On the other hand it could be predicted that younger subjects

would perform better in the domino-task than in the organization

problem because they are cos socialized with regard to the

concept of labour. As younger subjects only partially performed
.

1 .'correct' solutions in the organization-task, we expected

not only that the time spent for solving the domino-task would be

shorter but also that the number of correct solutions would be.

larger.

Results.

As it is seen in table 8, there was an interaction between time

and type of problem. Adults needed more time for solving the-
.1!domino-task4whereas younger groups. spent more time in solving

the organization task.

A second'result can be seen in the number of correct solutions.'
'

The youngest groupproduced more correct solutions on the'domino-

task than on-the organization-problem (p 5'. .01).

Table 8. Age differences in task-performance of the organization

problem and the domino-task

age 11 14 adults

organi-

average zation 10 15 5

° solution problem n = 45 n -# 45 n = 17
time in

domino- A ,
minutes 11 18

task n = 15 n =- 15 ft = 15 ,

age 11 14
fr.

aduLts

organi-
per cent zation 29 58. 103
of 'cor-

problem n°= 45 n = 45 n = 17
rect' so-

lution3 domino-
67 53 80

task n = 15 n = 15 n = 15

0 0 2 3

k
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ConcludingmIn.24,

The prefiminary,qtudles presented.pere offer some evidence that

cognitivedevelopmentresilltsfrom a strong interaction between

the contents of the social world and its structural components.

If is probably misleading to study content variables and struc-

tural variables separl-ately.

If we regard cognitive development as a process embedded in

socialization as a whole, we are forced to analyse objective

structures of individual's environment together with its content

variables. Similar to the correspondence.--of objective and sub-

jective structureoin the region of physical principles, we may

expect,an increasing correspondence of objective and subjective

structure in the complex area of social life during the ongoing

socialization process.

Therefore it seems necessary to analyse more carefully objective

structures of our social world. Moreover descAriptions of objective

structures already presented in other disciplines such as socio-

logy and economi6s should be used.
0

0024
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\SUMMARY
O

A particular task vas constructed in order to study problem

solving behavior necessary in cbmpldx social situat ons. The

complex structure or the task was seen as .represent Live for

some characteristics of every-day life.

Problem solving behavior of three grodps of age, wqp compared.

Developmental changes were first described in terpyi,pf pure

formal processes of thinking. On the other hand the'results

confirmed the assuamtion that internalfZation of pie concept

of labour is a condition for regarding relevant eleMents of

the task. Ina cross-validity-study performance in.solving

a problem of the' same structure but without the social context

was examined. While :adults performed better in the task

embedded in a social context, the juveniles had less,difficul-
,

ties'in the task without the social context.

The results seem to confirm the general assumption that"cog-

nitive development =lust be understood not onit as building

up formal'structures but also as internalization of rblevant

concepts of culture and society.
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